How does urban change in
London, UK lead to a
variety of social, economic
and environmental
opportunities and
challenges?
How does a lack
of energy lead
to insecurity
and conflict?
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FIELDWORK: To what extent
does housing quality improve
the further from the CBD of…..
How can the UK achieve
urban sustainability?

What are the different
strategies to increase energy
supply?
How is the coasts
How can
shaped by
coasts be
physical
managed?
processes?

Why is demand
for energy
resources rising
globally?

What is the best
way to manage
tropical
rainforests?

What's the
problem
Where in the world with using
suffers with water
bottled
stress?
water?

What are the causes and
impacts in global variations
in economic development
and quality of life?

Urban growth creates
opportunities and
challenges in NEEs,
Mumbai (Dharavi)

What makes the
tropical rainforest
so unique?

How is Nigeria, NEE
experiencing rapid economic
development which leads to
significant environmental
and cultural change?

What effects do tropical
storms have on people in
areas of contrasting wealth?

What is your
honest opinion
of chicken
farming?

What are the
factors that
affect food
supply?

How can
management
reduce the
effects of a
tectonic
hazard?

What physical processes result
in earthquakes and volcanoes?

Can eating
insects save the
world from
famine?
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FIELDWORK

How does urbanisation affect
the water cycle?

Which country will be
the next superpower?
Understanding the
Demographic
Transition Model

Are TNC’s really
advancing Asia?

How do top down
strategies close the
development gap?

How do responses to a
tectonic hazard vary
due to wealth?

Do you know the
darker side of
chocolate
production?

Where should we
source our food? Global
verses local?

Why is global energy
distribution unequal?

Why do natural hazards
pose a major threat to
people and property?

What is the physical
geography of Asia?

Does wealth affect the
What are the Impacts
severity of impacts?
and Responses of
volcanoes in LICs

7.7 billion people
and counting.
Who’s theory will
be correct, Malthus
or Boserup?
What are the
consequence of
uneven development?

What factors cause What is the
true impact of
development
tourism.

What are the coastal
process that work to
shape the coastline?

Can we measure
happiness?
How can we measure
development?

Is prediction, planning or
What are the Impacts
protection the best method and responses of
to manage tectonic hazards? volcanoes in HICs?

Can population
be controlled?

What is the link between
How can geography and sport?
coasts be
managed?

How has industry
changed over time?

How are
stacks
and spits
formed?

How can holistic
management be
used on the Jurassic
coast?

How does
plate
tectonics
move the
earth?

Does fair trade
Why do TNC’s
close the
locate processes in development
different countries? gap?

Where do all the
billionaires live?
Can you locate
How do we close the
our Yorkshire
development gap?
coast and why
is it valuable?

What are the Impacts
and responses of
earthquakes in HICs

What are the Impacts
and Responses of
earthquakes in LICs

Where are areas of surplus and deficit located globally?

Why is the world
an unfair place?

How do
tropical
storms
develop?

How does global atmospheric
circulation help to determine
weather and climate patterns?

YEAR

What are the
pros and cons
of renewable
verses nonrenewable
energy?

Can you design
your own
country?

What strategies
help reduce the
global
development
gap?

Example of urban
planning improves Why does a growing % of
Which is better mitigation or adaption
the quality of life of people live in urban
areas?
at managing climate change?
the urban poor.
How is climate change the
result of human and
natural processes?
What weather
hazards affect
the UK?

What ecosystems occur at a
range of scales and how biotic
and abiotic components
interact.

FIELDWORK: To what extent are the groynes
at Hornsea effective at reducing erosion?
What are the changing
demand and provision
of resources in the UK
How does deforestation
and how these create Why is food, water and
What erosional and
in the Amazon have
opportunities and
energy fundamental to depositional landforms
economic and
challenges.
human development?
are created at coasts?
environmental impacts

How can we
reduce our
resource use?

How can
What
rivers be
distinctive managed?
fluvial
landforms
are created?

what physical
processes shape
a river as it flows
downstream?

How do football
stadiums
creates positives
and negatives?

Why do
companies
still use child
labor?

What is the
structure of
the earth?

YEAR
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How can
businesses be
sustainable?

Is trade fair?
Name the landforms
What influences
What makes a
created by glaciers Where are
microclimates?
place forbidden?
glaciers
Compare the impacts
Is Las Vegas
located?
of global warming in
future
HICs versus LICs
proof?

Can technology
make
impossible
places,
possible?
Why did Dubai build
the current world’s
tallest building?

How is geological
time broken down?

How can you survive
a hurricane?

How is
technology use
to manage
hurricanes?

What are the
Impacts of
hurricanes in
HICs
How are hurricanes
formed?
How are
major
hazards
formed?

FIELDWORK

Is Dubai sustainable?
What
What are the
causes the response to How are the
UK extreme hurricanes? strength of
weather?
hurricanes
measured?

How can
global
warming be
managed?

What makes a
place impossible?

What can be done to sustainably
protect tropical rainforests?
Cause of
conflict in
the TRF.

What Is climate?
How is global warming What are the erosion
and transport glacial
different to climate
processes
change?
The journey of a
river. What are
How does urbanisation
the erosional and
happen? Push and pull
depositional
factors
Why is Kenya
processes?
important?

Causes and impacts of
deforestation.

What are the What are the
Impacts of flooding
causes of
in LIC’s and NEEs
flooding?
Human and
Physical.
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FIELDWORK

Can you
survive the TRF?

How are
the plants
and
animals of
the TRF
adapted?

YEAR

How can rivers be
managed?
Why climate
and biomes
dominate
What resources does
Africa?
Africa have?

To drill or not to drill
oil at the Arctic?

What are squatter
settlements and
how can they be
improved?

What is the climate
like at the Poles?

Why is the
water cycle
important?

What is settlement
hierarchy

How are
waterfall’s
formed?
What's the problem –
plastics, climate change,
deforestation?

What are
the impacts
of flooding
in HICs?

What is
geography?

How can we model
land use?

How are animals
adapted in the Arctic?
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Why is Brazil
important?

Where is the tropical rainforest
and other major biomes in the
world?

Can
international
agreements
Who were the
protect cold
environments? great explorers
to the polar
environments

Why is living in the
Arctic a challenge?

What factors make a
good settlement site?
What are the different
settlement patterns

Our UK

What is the difference
between Human and
Physical geography?

‘ Geography is the subject which holds the key to our future. ’ MICHAEL PALIN

